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1. Tell us about yourself (background) and why are you wanting to invest in 
property? 

I am a medical doctor actively practicing in Hong Kong, the reason I want to invest 
property is because it can generate passive cashflow for my retirement life and 
can pass it on to my next generation. 

2. How did you come into contact with Sourcing Investments? 

One of my good friend introduced me to it in Hong Kong in 2017. I took 
mentorship in 9/2017 and joined the SI platform. 

3. Tell us about the deal (the high-level details - strategy, how you bought it, what 
is your intention with the property) 

My target is high cashflow HMO and I just completed 2 deals (7 beds for each 
property) and they are about to start refurb. One of them has tenants in-situ and 
therefore is already paying me rent during the planning process, which is very 
good. 

4. Tell us about your Sourcing Investments experience, with timelines, and 
how would you describe the process? 

SI is a very structural and reliable platform, stable, easy to use and with good 
support. This platform suits investors from "green"  to professional level. 

5. Any positives about your experience that you would want to share with other 
investors (e.g. SI power teams)? 
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The SI power team provides a streamline and professional service, assisting me 
to get the job done without my actual physical presence in UK (which is an 
unbelievable benefit to an overseas investor like me). 

6. What would you say to other investors about the system and Sourcing 
Investments? 

Property investment can be very complicated and sometimes things can go 
wrong when you just start the journey. The SI team, with very powerful local 
knowledge, can make the complicated process simple. And are there and willing 
to assist / support / and rectify in case things went wrong. It’s truly amazing. 

7. What are your investment plans for the future? 

To build a strong and long-term relationship with SI and their teams for more 
exciting development deals. 

8. Any final thoughts/advice to other Investors? 

It is never too late to start, trust yourself and trust the SI power team, your life will 
be different. 

 


